Simonart's Band: Its Effect on Cleft Classification and Recommendations for Standardized Nomenclature.
Accurate classification of cleft lip plays an important role in communication, treatment planning, and comparison of outcomes across centers. Although there is reasonable consensus in defining cleft types, the presence of Simonart's band can make classification challenging. Our objective was to survey cleft care providers to determine what all consider to be Simonart's band, how its presence effects cleft lip classification, and to provide recommendations for standardized nomenclature. A multiple-choice survey was e-mailed to 1815 members of the American Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Association, assessing each respondent's definition of Simonart's band and its effect on cleft classification. Cleft classification was drawn from the ICD system diagnosis billing codes. Descriptive analysis was performed. Three hundred seventy-three providers completed the survey (20.5% response), the majority of whom were surgeons (61.5%); 87.1% agreed with the definition that a Simonart's band is "any soft tissue bridge located at the base of the nostril or more internally, between the segmented ridges." However, only 41.8% felt that the presence of a Simonart's band rendered a cleft lip incomplete; 54.4% felt that an alveolar cleft was the defining difference between a complete and an incomplete cleft lip. When asked to define the child with a cleft involving the upper lip that extends into the naris but interrupted by a soft tissue bridge located only at the base of the nostril or more internally, without a cleft of the alveolar ridge and palate, 61.4% classified this as an incomplete cleft lip, 32.7% as a complete cleft lip, and 5.9% as an unspecified cleft lip. Responses revealed wide discrepancy in the classification of cleft phenotypes and in the interpretation of the significance of anatomical components in the classification of a cleft lip. We discuss the difficulty in aligning classification based on unclear definition of terms and variable anatomic parameters. We highlight this issue in the face of a need for comparability in clinical evidence-based practices. To ensure precision and uniformity in cleft classification, we recommend that use of the term "Simonart's band" be abandoned while incorporating a notation of the integrity of the nasal sill into the LAHSHAL system. We propose a uniform definition of incomplete versus complete cleft lip, wherein a cleft lip will be classified as complete in the presence or absence of narrow bands of tissue present at the base of the nasal sill or more internally.